
 
                        

Third Sunday of Easter  
Our Hearts Were Burning  
Luke 24:13-35 
Jesus fans the flames when 
our fires have gone out. 

Some real talk about the Coronavirus Crisis: 

What Do You Miss Most? 
Eating—with friends and neighbors… togetherness

Big Question—What do we do when all of our usual ways of feeling 
connected to God and one another… are taken from us? 

The story from today is about disappointment and then a fire that is 
rekindled… all through a meal.

Luke 24:13-35
• These two disciples are probably husband and wife “Cleopas & Mary”
• They had given up everything—and it’s all over.  Hope is gone.
• Even witnessing something miraculous is undermined by doubt.
• Then they encounter Jesus as a stranger—and then the host of dinner
• They realize they had been reading the Bible all wrong
• God hadn’t offered redemption from suffering, but redemption through

suffering—Jesus’ suffering.
• “Our hearts were burning inside of us”— embers were fanned to flame

JESUS FANS THE FLAMES WHEN OUR FIRES HAVE GONE OUT. 

We all know what this feels like… “To trudge…” 
What difference did it all make—when death still has dominion? 

T.S. Eliot captured this…  
Who among us have not felt blindsided in times of distress and 
wondered if even God can see what is around the bend?

What can we do to keep the fire burning in our heart? 
Gather At The Table—wherever you are. 
Remember—but also Experience (kairos)
Expect the unexpected—(Jesus shows up)

JESUS FANS THE FLAMES WHEN OUR FIRES HAVE GONE OUT. 

sermon extras &  
further reading 

FOR FURTHER READING: 
Bread And Wine: Readings for Lent & Easter  
Collected by Plough Publishing House  

Preparing For Easter: Fifty Devotional Readings  
C.S. Lewis

SUBSCRIBE TO THE PASTORCAST PODCAST  
PastorCast Podcasts can be found by:  
• Listening online through the “Audio” page of Pastor Leon’s

website leonbloder.org or leonbloder.com
• Searching for “PastorCast Weekly Podcast” in iTunes
You can also subscribe to our podcasts from iTunes and receive them
automatically.

DAILY DEVOS—LIVE AND THROUGH EMAIL  
Throughout the Corona Crisis Pastor Leon will be broadcasting 
LIVE on Facebook Monday - Saturday at 9AM  

Subscribe to the Daily Devo emails through our church website.  
The daily devotionals will be posted on Pastor Leon’s blog, linked on 
his Tumblr account, the church’s Facebook Page and Twitter.   




